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Another 10 Years
by Geoff Huston, APNIC

T

he evolutionary path of any technology can often take strange
and unanticipated turns and twists. At some points simplicity
and minimalism can be replaced by complexity and ornamentation, while at other times a dramatic cut-through exposes the core
concepts of the technology and removes layers of superfluous additions. The evolution of the Internet appears to be no exception, and
it contains these same forms of unanticipated turns and twists. In
thinking about the technology of the Internet over the last 10 years,
it appears that it’s been a very mixed story about what has changed
and what has stayed the same.
A lot of the Internet today looks much the same as the Internet of a
decade ago[0,1]. Much of the infrastructure of the Internet has stubbornly resisted various efforts to engender change. We are still in the
middle of the process to transition the Internet to IPv6, as was the
case a decade ago. We are still trying to improve the resilience of the
Internet to various attack vectors, as also was true a decade ago. We
are still grappling with various efforts to provide defined Quality of
Service (QoS)[2] in the network, also true a decade ago. It seems that
the rapid pace of technical change in the 1990s and early 2000s has
simply run out of momentum, and that the dominant activity on the
Internet over the past decade was consolidation rather than continued technical evolution. Perhaps this increased resistance to change
is because as the size of the network increases, its inertial mass also
increases. We used to quote Metcalf’s Law[3] to each other, reciting
the mantra that the value of a network increases in proportion to the
square of the number of users.
A related observation appears to be that the inherent resistance of a
network to change, or its inertial mass, is also directly related to the
square of the number of users. Perhaps as a general observation, all
large, loosely coupled, distributed systems are strongly resistant to
efforts to orchestrate a coordinated change. At best, these systems
respond to various forms of market pressures, but because the overall
system of the Internet is so large and so diverse, these market pressures manifest themselves in different ways in different parts of this
network. Individual actors operate under no centrally orchestrated
set of instructions or constraints. Where change occurs, it is because
some sufficiently large body of individual actors sees opportunity in
undertaking the change or perceives unacceptable risk in not changing. The result for the Internet appears to be that some changes are
very challenging, while others look like natural and inevitable progressive steps.
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But the other side of the story is one that is about as diametrically
opposed as it’s possible to paint. Over the last decade, we’ve seen
another profound revolution in the Internet as it embraced a combination of wireless-based infrastructure and a rich set of services
at a speed that has been unprecedented. We’ve seen a revolution in
content and content provision that has changed the Internet, and as
collateral damage the Internet appears to be decimating the traditional newspaper and broadcast television sectors. Social media has
all but replaced the social role of the telephone and the practice of
letter writing. We’ve seen the rise of the resurgence of a novel twist to
the old central mainframe service in the guise of the cloud[4,5] and the
repurposing of Internet devices to support views of a common cloudhosted content that in many ways mimic the function of display
terminals of a bygone past. All of these developments are fundamental changes to the Internet and all of them have occurred in the last
decade!
That’s a significant breadth of material to cover, so I’ll keep the story
to the larger themes, and to structure this story, rather than offer a
set of unordered observations about the various changes and developments over the past decade, I’ll use a standard model of a protocol
stack as the guiding template. I’ll start with the underlying transmission media and then look at IP, the transport layer, and applications
and services, and then close by looking at the business of the Internet
to highlight developments of the last decade.
Below the IP Layer

What’s changed in network media?
Optical systems have undergone sustained change in the past decade.
A little over a decade ago production optical systems used simple onoff keying to encode the signal into the optical channel. The speed
increases in this generation of optical systems relied on improvements
in the silicon control systems and the laser driver chips. The introduction of Wavelength-Division Multiplexing (WDM) in the late 1990s
allowed the carriers to greatly increase the carrying capacity of their
optical cable infrastructure. The last decade has seen the evolution
of optical systems into areas of polarisation and phase modulation
to effectively lift the number of bits of signal per baud. These days
100-Gbps optical channels are commonly supportable, and we are
looking at further refinements in signal detection to lift that beyond
200 Gbps. We anticipate 400-Gbps systems in the near future, using
various combinations of a faster basic baud rate and higher levels of
phase amplitude modulation, and dare to think that 1 Tbps is now a
distinct near-term optical service.
Radio systems have seen a similar evolution in overall capacity. Basic
improvements in signal processing, analogous to the changes in optical systems, have allowed the use of phase modulation to lift the data
rate of the radio bearer.
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The use of Multiple-Input and Multiple-Output (MIMO) technology,
coupled with the use of higher carrier frequencies, has allowed the
mobile data service to support carriage services of up to 100 Mbps in
today’s Fourth-Generation (4G) networks. The push to even higher
frequencies promises speeds of up to 1 Gbps for mobile systems in
the near future with the deployment of 5G technology.
While optical speeds are increasing, Ethernet packet framing still
persists in transmission systems long after the original rationale for
the packet format died along with that bright-yellow coaxial cable!
Oddly enough, the Ethernet-defined minimum and maximum packet
sizes of 64 and 1500 octets still persist. The inevitable result of faster
transmission speeds with constant packet sizes results in an upper
bound of the number of packets per second increasing more than
100-fold over the past decade, in line with the increase of deployed
transmission speeds from 2.5 to 400 Gbps. As a consequence, silicon-based switches are demanding higher packet-processing rates.
But one really important scaling factor has not changed for the past
decade, namely the clock speed of processors and the cycle time of
memory, which have not moved at all. The response so far has been
in increasing reliance of parallelism in high-speed digital switching
applications, and these days multi-core processors and highly parallel memory systems are used to achieve performance that would be
impossible in a single threaded processing model.
In 2018, it appears that we are close to achieving 1-Tbps optical
systems and up to 20 Gbps in radio systems. Just how far and how
quickly these transmission models can be pushed into supporting
ever-higher channel speeds is an open question.
The IP Layer

The most notable aspect of the network that appears to stubbornly
resist all forms of pressure over the last decade, including some harsh
realities of acute scarcity, is the observation that we are still running
what is essentially an IPv4 Internet.
Over the past decade, we have exhausted our pools of remaining
IPv4 addresses, and in most parts of the world the IPv4 Internet is
running on some form of empty. We had never suspected that the
Internet would confront the exhaustion of one of its most fundamental pillars—the basic function of uniquely addressing connected
devices—and apparently shrug it off and continue on blithely. But,
unexpectedly, that’s exactly what has happened.
Today we estimate that some 3.4 billion people regularly use the
Internet, and some 20 billion devices are connected to it. We have
achieved this feat by using some 3 billion unique IPv4 addresses.
Nobody thought that we could achieve this astonishing feat, yet it
has happened with almost no fanfare.
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Back in the 1990s we had thought that the prospect of address
exhaustion would propel the Internet to use IPv6, which was the
successor IP protocol that comes with a four-fold increase in the bit
width of IP addresses. By increasing the IP address pool to some esoterically large number of unique addresses (340 undecillion addresses, or
3.4 × 1038), we would never have to confront network address exhaustion again. But this transition was not going to be easy. There is
no backward compatibility in this protocol transition, so everything
has to change. Every device, every router, and even every application
needs to change to support IPv6. Rather than perform comprehensive protocol surgery on the Internet and change every part of the
infrastructure to support IPv6, we changed the basic architecture
of the Internet instead. Oddly enough, it looks like this option was
the cheaper one!
Through the almost ubiquitous deployment of Network Address
Translators (NATs)[6, 7] at the edges of the network, we’ve transformed the network from a peer-to-peer network into a client/server
network. In today’s client/server Internet clients can talk to servers,
and servers can talk back to these connected clients, but that’s it.
Clients cannot talk directly to other clients, and servers need to wait
for the client to initiate a conversation in order to talk to a client.
Clients “borrow” an endpoint address when they are talking to a
server and release this address for use by other clients when they are
idle. After all, endpoint addresses are only useful to clients in order
to talk to servers. The result is that we’ve managed to cram some 20
billion devices into an Internet that has deployed only 3 billion public address slots. We’ve achieved this result though embracing what
could be described as time-sharing of IP addresses.
All well and good, but what about IPv6? Do we still need it? If so,
then are we going to complete this protracted transition? Ten years
later the answer to these questions remains unclear. On the positive
side, there is a lot more IPv6 usage around now than there was 10
years ago. Internet Service Providers (ISPs) are deploying much more
IPv6 today than they did in 2008. When IPv6 is deployed within a
service provider’s network, we see an immediate uptake from these
IPv6-equipped devices. In 2018, it appears that one-fifth of Internet
users (that itself is now estimated to number around one-half of the
human population on the planet) are capable of using the Internet
over IPv6, and most of this capability has developed in the past 10
years. However, on the negative side the question must be asked:
What’s happening with IPv6 for the other four-fifths of the Internet?
Some ISPs have made the case that they would prefer to spend their
finite operating budgets on other areas that improve their customers’
experience, such as increasing network capacity, removing data caps,
or acquiring more on-net content. Such ISPs continue to see deployment of IPv6 as a deferrable measure.
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It seems that today we are still seeing a mixed picture for IPv6. Some
service providers simply see no way around their particular predicament of IPv4 address scarcity, and these providers see IPv6 as a
necessary decision to further expand their network. Other providers are willing to defer the question to some undefined point in the
future.
Routing

While we are looking at what’s largely unchanged over the past
decade we need to mention the routing system. Despite dire predictions of the imminent scaling death of the Border Gateway Protocol
(BGP)[8] 10 years ago, BGP has steadfastly continued to route the
entire Internet. Yes, BGP is as insecure as ever, and yes, a continual
stream of fat-finger foul-ups and less common but more concerning
malicious route hijacks continue to plague our routing system, but
the routing technologies used in 2008 are the same as those we use
in today’s Internet.
The size of the IPv4 routing table has tripled in the past 10 years,
growing from 250,000 entries in 2008 to slightly more than 750,000
entries today. The IPv6 routing story is more dramatic, growing from
1,100 entries to 52,000 entries. Yet BGP just quietly continues to
work efficiently and effectively. Who would’ve thought that a protocol that was originally designed to cope with a few thousand routes
announced by a few hundred networks could still function effectively
across a routing space approaching a million routing entries and a
hundred thousand networks!
In the same vein, we have not made any major change to the operation of our interior routing protocols. Larger networks still use
either Open Shortest Path First (OSPF)[9] or Intermediate Systemto-Intermediate System (IS-IS) depending on their circumstances,
while smaller networks may opt for some distance vector protocol like Routing Information Protocol Version 2 (RIPv2)[10] or even
Enhanced Interior Gateway Routing Protocol (EIGRP)[11]. The work
in the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) on more recent routing
protocols such as the Locator Identifier Separation Protocol (LISP)[12]
and the Babel Routing Protocol[13] seem to lack any real traction with
the Internet at large. While they both have interesting properties in
routing management, neither has a sufficient level of perceived benefit
to overcome the considerable inertia of conventional network design
and operation. Again, this example looks like another instance where
inertial mass is exerting its influence to resist change in the network.
Network Operations

Speaking of network operation, we are seeing some stirrings of
change, but it appears to be a rather conservative area, and adoption
of new network management tools and practices takes time.
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The Internet converged on using the Simple Network Management
Protocol (SNMP) a quarter of a century ago, and despite its security
weaknesses, its inefficiency, its incredibly irritating use of Abstract
Syntax Notation One (ASN.1), and its use in sustaining some forms
of Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS) attacks, it still enjoys widespread use. But SNMP is only a network monitoring protocol, not a
network configuration protocol, as anyone who has attempted to use
SNMP write operations can attest.
The more recent Network Configuration Protocol (NETCONF) and
the Yet Another Next Generation (YANG) data modelling language
are attempting to pull this area of configuration management into
something a little more usable than Command-Line Interface (CLI)
scripts driving interfaces on switches. At the same time, we are seeing
orchestration tools such as Ansible, Chef, Network Automation and
Programmability Abstraction Layer with Multivendor (NAPALM)
and SALT enter the network operations space, permitting the orchestration of management tasks over thousands of individual
components. These network operations management tools are welcome steps forward to improve the state of automated network
management, but it’s still far short of a desirable endpoint.
In the same time period as we appear to have advanced the state of
automated control systems to achieve the driverless autonomous car,
the task of fully automated network management appears to have
fallen way short of the desired endpoint. Surely it must be feasible
to feed an adaptive autonomous control system with the network
infrastructure and available resources, and allow the control system
to monitor the network and modify the operating parameters of network components to continuously meet the service-level objectives of
the network? Where’s the driverless car for driving networks? Maybe
the next 10 years might get us there.
The Mobile Internet

Before we move up a layer in the Internet Protocol model and look at
the evolution of the end-to-end transport layer, we probably need to
talk about the evolution of the devices that connect to the Internet.
For many years, the Internet was the domain of the desktop personal
computer, with laptop devices serving the needs to those with a desire
for a more portable device. At the time the mobile phone was still just
a phone, and its early forays into the data world were unimpressive.
Apple’s iPhone, released in 2007, was a revolutionary device. Boasting
a vibrant-colour touch-sensitive screen, just four keys, a fully functional operating system with Wi-Fi and cellular radio interfaces, and
a capable processor and memory, its entry into the consumer market space was perhaps the major event of the decade. Apple’s early
lead was rapidly emulated by Windows and Nokia with their own
offerings.
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Google’s position was more as an active disruptor, using an open
licensing framework for the Android platform and its associated
application ecosystem to empower a collection of handset assemblers. Samsung, LG, HTC, Huawei, Sony, and Google, to name a
few, all use Android. These days almost 80% of the mobile platforms
use Android, and some 17% use Apple’s iOS.
For the human Internet, the mobile market is now the Internetdefining market in terms of revenue. There is little in terms of margin
or opportunity in the wired network these days, and even the declining margins of these mobile data environments represent a vague
glimmer of hope for the one dominant access provider industry.
Essentially, the public Internet is now a platform of apps on mobile
devices.
End-to-End Transport Layer

It’s time to move up a level in the protocol stack and look at end-toend transport protocols and changes that have occurred in the past
decade.
End-to-end transport was the revolutionary aspect of the Internet,
and the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)[14] was at the heart of
this change. Many other transport protocols require the lower levels
of the network protocol stack to present a reliable stream interface
to the transport protocol. It was up to the network to create this reliability, performing data integrity checks and data flow control, and
repairing data loss within the network as it occurred. TCP dispensed
with all of that, and simply assumed an unreliable datagram transport service from the network and pushed the responsibility for data
integrity and flow control to the transport protocol.
In the world of TCP, not much appears to have changed in the past
decade. We’ve seen some further small refinements in the details of
the TCP controlled rate increase and rapid rate decrease, but nothing that shifts the basic behaviours of this protocol. TCP tends to
use packet loss as the signal of congestion and oscillates its flow rate
between some lower rate and this loss-triggering rate.
Or at least that was the case until quite recently. The situation is
poised to change, and change in a very fundamental way, with the
debut of Google’s offerings of Bottleneck Bounded Rate (BBR) and
Quick UDP Internet Connections (QUIC).
The BBR control algorithm is a variant of the TCP flow-control
protocol that operates in a very different mode from other TCP protocols. BBR attempts to maintain a flow rate that sits exactly at the
delay bandwidth product of the end-to-end path between sender and
receiver. In so doing, BBR tries to avoid the accumulation of data
buffering in the network (when the sending rate exceeds the path
capacity), and also tries to avoid leaving idle time in the network
(where the sending rate is less than the path capacity).
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The side effect is that BBR tries to avoid the collapse of network
buffering when congestion-based loss occurs. BBR achieves significant efficiencies from both wired and wireless network transmission
systems.
The second recent offering from Google also represents a significant
shift in the way we use transport protocols. The QUIC protocol looks
like a User Datagram Protocol (UDP) protocol from the perspective
of the network. But in this case looks are deceiving. The inner payload
of these UDP packets contain a more conventional TCP flow-control
structure and a TCP stream payload. However, QUIC encrypts its
UDP payload so the entire inner TCP control is completely hidden
from the network. The ossification of the Internet transport is due
in no small part to the intrusive role of network middleware that is
used to discard packets that it does not recognise. Approaches such
as QUIC allow applications to break out of this regime and restore
end-to-end flow management as an end-to-end function without any
form of network middleware inspection or manipulation. I’d call
this development as perhaps the most significant evolutionary step in
transport protocols over the entire decade.
The Application Layer

Let’s keep on moving up the protocol stack and look at the Internet
from the perspective of the applications and services that operate
across the network.
Privacy and Encryption

As we noted in looking at developments in end-to-end transport protocols, encryption of the QUIC payload is not just to keep network
middleware from meddling with the TCP control state, although it
does successfully achieve that objective. The encryption applies to
the entire payload, and it points to another major development in the
past decade. We are now wary of the extent to which various forms
of network-based mechanisms are used to eavesdrop on users and
services. The documents released by Edward Snowden in 2013 portrayed a very active US Government surveillance program that used
widespread traffic-interception sources to construct profiles of user
behaviour and inference profiles of individual users. In many ways
this effort to assemble such profiles is not much different from what
advertising-funded services such as Google and Facebook have been
(more or less) openly doing for years, but perhaps the essential difference is that of knowledge and implied consent. In the advertisers’
case this information is intended to increase the profile accuracy and
hence increase the value of the user to the potential advertiser. The
motivations of government agencies are more open to various forms
of interpretation, and not all such interpretations are benign.
One technical response to the implications of this leaked material has
been an overt push to embrace end-to-end encryption in all parts of
the network. The corollary has been an effort to allow robust encryption to be generally accessible to all, and not just a luxury feature
available only to those who can afford to pay a premium.
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The Let’s Encrypt[15] initiative has been incredibly successful in publishing X.509 domain name certificates that are free, and the result is
that all network service operators, irrespective of their size or relative
wealth, can afford to use encrypted sessions, in the form of Transport
Layer Security (TLS)[16], for their web servers.
The push to hide user traffic from the network and network-based
eavesdroppers extends far beyond QUIC and TLS session protocols.
The Domain Name System (DNS) is also a rich source of information
about what users are doing; it also is used in many places to enforce
content restrictions. There have been recent moves to try to clean
up the overly chatty nature of the DNS protocol, using query name
minimisation to prevent unnecessary data leaks, and developing both
DNS over TLS and DNS over Secure HTTP (HTTPS) to secure the
network path between a stub resolver and its recursive server. This
effort is very much a work in progress at present, and it will take
some time to see if the results of this work will be widely adopted in
the DNS environment.[20, 21]
We are now operating our applications in an environment of heightened paranoia. Applications do not necessarily trust the platform on
which they are running, and we are seeing efforts from the applications to hide their activity from the underlying platform. Applications
do not trust the network, and are increasingly using end-to-end
encryption to hide their activity from network eavesdroppers. The
use of identity credentials within the encrypted session establishment
also acts to limit the vulnerability of application clients to be misdirected to masquerading servers.
The Rise and Rise of Content

Moving further up the protocol stack to the environment of content
and applications, we have also seen some revolutionary changes over
the past decade.
For a small period of time the content and carriage activities of the
Internet existed in largely separate business domains, tied by mutual
interdependence. The task of carriage was to carry users to content,
which implied that carriage was essential to content. But at the same
time a client/server Internet bereft of servers is useless, so content is
essential to carriage. In a world of re-emerging corporate behemoths,
such mutual interdependence is unsettling, both to the actors directly
involved and to the larger public interest.
The content industry is largely the more lucrative of these two industries and enjoys far less in the way of regulatory constraint. There is
no concept of any universal service obligation, or even any effective
form of price control in the services content providers offer. Many
content service providers use internal cross-funding that allows them
to offer free services to the public, as in free e-mail, free content hosting, free storage, and similar services, and fund these services through
a second, more occluded, transaction that essentially sells the user’s
consumer profile to the highest-bidding advertiser.
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All this activity happens outside of any significant regulatory constraint, a situation that has given the content-services industry both
considerable wealth and considerable commercial latitude.
It should be no surprise that this industry is now using its capability
and capital to eliminate its former dependence on the carriage sector.
We are now seeing the rapid rise of the Content Delivery Network
(CDN) model, where instead of an Internet carrying the user to a
diverse set of content stores, the content stores are opening local content outlets right next to the user. As all forms of digital services move
into CDN hostels, and as the CDN opens outlets that are positioned
immediately adjacent to pools of economically valuable consumers, then where does that leave the traditional carriage role in the
Internet? The outlook for the public carriage providers is not looking
all that rosy given this increasing marginalisation of carriage in the
larger content economy.
Within these CDNs we’ve also seen the rise of a new service model
enter the Internet in the form of cloud services. Our computers are no
longer self-contained systems with processing and compute resources;
they look more and more like a window that sees the data stored on
a common server. Cloud services are very similar, where the local
device is effectively a local cache of a larger backing store. In a world
where users may have multiple devices, this model makes persuasive
sense, because the view to the common backing store is constant irrespective of the device used to access the data. These cloud services
also make data sharing and collaborative work far easier to support.
Rather than creating a set of copies of the original document and
then attempting to stitch back all the individual edits into a single
common whole, the cloud model shares a document by simply altering the access permissions of the document. There is only ever one
copy of the document, and all edits and comments on the document
are available to all.
The Evolution of Cyber Attacks

At the same time as we have seen announcements of ever-increasing network capacity within the Internet, we’ve seen a parallel set
of announcements that note new records in the aggregate capacity
of Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks. The current peak volume is an
attack of some 1.7 Tbps of malicious traffic.
Attacks are now commonplace. Many of them are brutally simple,
relying on a tragically large pool of potential zombie devices that
are readily subverted and co-opted to assist in attacks. The attacks
are often simple, such as UDP reflection attacks where a single UDP
query generates a large response. The source address of the query is
forged to be the address of the intended attack victim, and not much
more needs to be done. A small query stream can result in a massive
attack. UDP protocols such as SNMP, the Network Time Protocol
(NTP)[17], the DNS, and memcached have been used in the past and
doubtless will be used again.
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Why can’t we fix this problem? We’ve been trying for decades, and we
just can’t seem to get ahead of the attacks. Advice to network operators to prevent the leakage of packets with forged source addresses
was published nearly two decades ago, in 2000.[18] Yet massive UDPbased attacks with forged source addresses still persist today. Aged
computer systems with known vulnerabilities continue to be connected to the Internet and are readily transformed into attack bots.
The picture of attacks is also becoming more ominous. Although we
previously attributed these hostile attacks to “hackers,” we quickly
realised that a significant component of them had criminal motivations. The progression from criminal actors to state-based actors is
also entirely predictable, and we are seeing an escalation of this cyber
warfare arena with the investment in various forms of vulnerability
exploitation that are considered desirable national capabilities.
It appears that a major problem here is that collectively we are
unwilling to make any substantial investment in effective defence
or deterrence. The systems that we use on the Internet are overly
trusting to the point of irrational credulity. For example, the public key certification system used to secure web-based transactions is
repeatedly demonstrated to be entirety untrustworthy, yet that’s all
we trust. Personal data is continually breached and leaked, yet all we
seem to want to do is increase the number and complexity of regulations rather than actually use better tools that would effectively
protect users.
The larger picture of hostile attack is not getting any better. Indeed,
it’s getting very much worse. If any enterprise has a business need to
maintain a service that is always available for use, then any form of
in-house provisioning is just not enough to withstand attack. These
days only a handful of platforms can offer resilient services, and even
then it’s unclear whether they could withstand the most extreme of
attacks.
A constant background level of scanning and probing goes on in the
network, and any form of visible vulnerability is ruthlessly exploited.
One could describe today’s Internet as a toxic wasteland, punctuated with the occasional heavily defended citadel. Those who can
afford to locate their services within these citadels enjoy some level of
respite from this constant profile of hostile attack, while all others are
forced to try to conceal themselves from the worst of this toxic environment, while at the same time aware that they will be completely
overwhelmed by any large-scale attack.
It is a sobering thought that about one-half of the world’s population
are now part of this digital environment. A more sobering thought is
that many of today’s control systems, such as power generation and
distribution, water distribution, and road-traffic-control systems are
exposed to the Internet.
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Perhaps even more of a worry is the increasing use of the Internet in
automated systems that include various life-support functions. The
consequences of massive failure of these systems in the face of a sustained and damaging attack cannot be easily imagined.
The Internet of Billions of Tragically Stupid Things

What makes this scenario even more depressing is the portent of the
so-called Internet of Things (IoT). In those circles where Internet prognostications abound and policy makers flock to hear grand visions of
the future, we often hear about the boundless future represented by
this Internet of Things.[19] This phrase encompasses some decades of
the computing industry’s transition from computers as esoteric pieces
of engineering affordable only by nations to mainframes, desktops,
laptops, handheld devices, and now wrist computers. Where next?
In the vision of the IoT we are going to expand the Internet beyond
people and press on using billions of these chattering devices in every
aspect of our world.
What do we know about the “things” that are already connected to
the Internet?
Some of them are not very good. In fact, some of them are just plain
stupid. And this stupidity is toxic, in that their sometime-inadequate
models of operation and security affect others in potentially malicious ways. If such devices were constantly inspected and managed,
we might see evidence of aberrant behaviour and correct it. But these
devices are unmanaged and all but invisible. Examples include the
controller for a web camera, the so-called “smart” thing in a smart
television, or the controls for anything from a washing machine to a
goods locomotive. Nobody is looking after these devices.
When we think of an IoT we think of a world of weather stations,
webcams, “smart” cars, personal fitness monitors, and similar
things. But what we tend to forget is that all of these devices are built
on layers of other people’s software that is assembled into a product at the cheapest possible price point. It may be disconcerting to
realise that the web camera you just installed has a security model
that can be summarised with the phrase: “no security at all,” and
it’s actually offering a view of your house to the entire Internet. It
may be slightly more disconcerting to realise that your electronic wallet is on a device that is using a massive compilation of open source
software of largely unknown origin, with a security model that is not
completely understood, but appears to be susceptible to be coerced
into being a “yes, take all you want” device.
It would be nice to think that we’ve stopped making mistakes in
code, and from now on our software in our things will be perfect. But
that’s hopelessly idealistic. It’s just not going to happen. Software will
not be perfect. It will continue to have vulnerabilities.
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Another 10 Years continued

It would be nice to think that this Internet of Things is shaping up
as a market where quality matters, and consumers will select a more
expensive product even though its functional behaviour is identical
to a cheaper product that has not been robustly tested for basic security flaws. But that too is hopelessly naive.
The Internet of Things will continue to be a marketplace where the
compromises between price and quality will continue to push us on
to the side of cheap rather than secure. What’s going to stop us from
further polluting our environment with a huge and diverse collection
of programmed unmanaged devices with inbuilt vulnerabilities that
will be all too readily exploited? What can we do to make this world
of these stupid cheap toxic things less stupid and less toxic? So far we
have not found workable answers to this question.
The Next 10 Years

The silicon industry is not going to shut down anytime soon. It will
continue to produce chips with more gates, finer tracks, and more
stacked layers for some years to come. Our computers will become
more capable in terms of the range and complexity of the tasks that
they will be able to undertake.
At the same time, we can expect more from our network. Higher
capacity certainly, but also greater levels of customisation of the network to our individual needs.
However, I find it extremely challenging to be optimistic about security and trust in the Internet. We have made little progress in this
area over the last 10 years, and there is little reason to think that the
picture will change in the next 10 years. If we can’t fix it, then, sad as
it sounds, perhaps we simply need to come to terms with an Internet
jammed full of tragically stupid things
However, beyond these broad-brush scenarios, it’s hard to predict
where the Internet will head. Technology does not follow a predetermined path. It’s driven by the vagaries of an enthusiastic consumer
marketplace that is readily distracted by colourful bright shiny new
objects, and easily bored by what we quickly regard as commonplace.
What can we expect from the Internet in the next 10 years that can
outdo a pocket-sized computer that can converse with me in a natural language? That can offer more than immersive 3D video with
outstanding quality? That can bring the entire corpus of humanity’s
written work into a searchable database that can answer any of our
questions in mere fractions of a second?
Personally, I have no clue what to expect from the Internet. But
no matter what manages to capture our collective attention, I am
pretty confident that it will be colourful, bright, shiny, and entirely
unexpected!
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Fileless Malware
by David Strom

M

alware authors have gotten more clever and sneaky over
time to make their code more difficult to detect and prevent. One of the more worrying recent developments goes
under the name “fileless.” There is reason to worry because these
kinds of attacks can do more damage and the malware can persist
on your computers and networks for weeks or months until they are
finally neutralized. Let’s talk about what this malware is and how to
understand it better so we can try to stop it from entering our networks to begin with.
Usually, the goal of most malware is to leave something behind on
one of your endpoints: one or more files that contain an executable
program that can damage your computer, corral your PC as part
of a botnet, or make copies of sensitive data and move them to an
external repository. Over the years, various detection products have
gotten better at finding these residues, as they are called, and blocking them.
But the malware game is one of “cat-and-mouse,” and as defenders
get better at stopping the malware, the malware authors get better at
evading these blockades. Back in the early days of the Internet, most
blocking routines looked for certain signatures, either as the name of
one of the running programs on your computer or specific patterns of
behavior across your network. These options worked until the malware authors got better at hiding their signature moves.
This point is where the fileless versions come into play. They aim to
leave as little residue as possible, so the detection products can’t easily find them. Or better yet, to do something misleading, or under
the guise of something that an uninfected operating system might do.
Actually, the fileless designation is somewhat of a misnomer since
there is still something left behind. It may not be a complete executable file or Dynamic Linked Library (DLL), but enough of some code
is used to actually be able to run some series of processes that can
do the “dirty work” of the malware. Starting in 2016, researchers
began to see more of these fileless efforts from attackers, and they
have continued to become more popular because the malware can
be a powerful infection that is neither easily found nor prevented.[1]
Fileless Attack Types

Fileless malware uses three different attack types: Return-Oriented
Programming, Scripting-Based Attacks, and Polymorphic Attacks.
Each is somewhat different.
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Fileless Malware continued

The first type of attack is called Return-Oriented Programming,
which is the most popular and could be considered the “classic”
version. The malware can execute standard DLLs and other sequences
of code that can compromise an otherwise uninfected system. This
code could also be part of your desktop web browser, or common
Operating System (OS) tools such as desktop applications. Since the
code is already present in these operating system functions, there is
no particular “file” actually being run that is unique to the malware
itself. Instead, the malware author piggybacks on these routines to
get the job done.
To make this kind of attack work, you have to be familiar with the
program code that you intend to hijack for evil purposes, and be
reasonably assured that the target endpoint is running the particular version of code for that operating system. Small variations in
OS versions, such as from Windows 7 to 7.1 or MacOS 10.12.5 to
10.12.6, could foil the attack because the code base has changed.
Or if Microsoft or Apple (in particular, given their popularity and
installed base) has issued a patch to fix the potential exploit.
Scripting-Based Attacks are the second fileless category. Another
avoidance technique is to execute malware using built-in Windows
scripting engines such as Microsoft Office, Windows PowerShell, or
Microsoft’s HTML Application Host. These attacks typically take
advantage of process hooking and don’t leave any file-based residues
on the endpoint. If your detection systems can’t see the script execution or understand the command-line arguments, you can’t readily
figure out that it is malware.
For example, a typical malware script allocates memory, resolves
Windows application program interfaces, and downloads some
executable directly to the memory of the target PC. After it gets in
memory, it starts up a malicious service and begins to use the target
to explore the local network to find other targets, often by starting other malicious PowerShell scripts that use privilege escalation
and remote execution. That is a lot of stuff going on to avoid detection and to do the dirty work of the malware. But most of these
activities can operate “under the radar,” and perhaps be discovered
only months later with detailed forensic analysis that can capture the
sequence of events that played out for the particular attack.
Scripting attacks are gaining favor, mainly because there is so much
built-in software on a typical modern PC that can do most of what a
piece of malware needs to do: to access a shared network drive, copy
portions of files, set up some sort of monitoring tool, and so forth.
Why reinvent the criminal’s wheel when it is sitting on the average
desktop or laptop?
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A third method is called Polymorphic Attacks. These attacks adapt
to a variety of conditions, operating systems, and circumstances
and try to evade security scans and protection products to infect
your endpoints. They are called polymorphic because they shift
their signatures, attack methods, and targets so that you can’t easily identify and catch them. Attackers typically use polymorphism
as just one of many code obfuscation methods to hide from defenders, such as determining if they are running inside a Virtual Machine
(a favorite ploy researchers use), or encrypting their code to mask
their executables.
Over the past several years, security vendors have begun to take this
notion of polymorphism that attackers use and turn it into a defensive maneuver. The idea is to make a target Web server or other piece
of network infrastructure appear to change frequently so it can’t
be easily identified or infected. Sometimes this method is called a
moving-target defense, which could be a synonym or refer to some
aspect of the defense that changes the nature of your applications
or code locations. These vendors include Morphisec, Shape Security,
and Polyverse, all startup companies. One startup, CyActive, was
successful enough to be purchased by PayPal.
Polymorphic defenses can limit the amount of time a potential
attacker can invade a network, since their target system appears to
move around the network or change properties.
Researchers are seeing combinations of all three types of attacks
to make them even more sophisticated and difficult to track down.
Sometimes, malware authors program multiple attack types to ensure
that something will evade your defenses and penetrate your network.
As I said earlier, it is a game of cat and mouse.
Fileless Samples

Let’s look at a few recent examples of fileless malware to illustrate
the differences and how fileless malware has evolved over time.
Back in 2014, the retailer Target experienced a now-infamous
breach. It turns out malware was placed on its network through a
very simple strategy: someone’s network access credentials were discovered and copied, in this case belonging to an employee of Target’s
heating vendor. What is noteworthy about this attack is its simplicity, and the fact that Target’s network was a flat topology with no
virtual LANs (vLANs) or other segments. This example is a reminder
that bad network practice can make any kind of malware—fileless
or otherwise—dangerous. Brian Krebs studied what went wrong and
reported on this attack in his blog.[2]
As most of us know by now, back in 2016, the Democratic National
Committee (DNC) was hacked. The attack used a fileless malware
product that took advantage of both PowerShell and Windows
Management Instrumentation (WMI) in order to “get a foot into the
door” of the political party’s systems.
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Fileless Malware continued

WMI is commonly used for day-to-day management tasks such as
deploying automation scripts, running a process at a given time, or
getting information about the installed applications or hardware.
The DNC malware also used PowerShell as a staging tool to execute other scripts to compromise a system. It used WMI to install
backdoors that allow persistence by enabling the adversary to launch
malicious code automatically, after a specified period of system
uptime or according to a specific schedule. Again, the malware used
all of these tactics to avoid detection.[3]
August Stealer was discovered at the end of 2016 and was attributed
to the TA530 criminal group. Targeted at customer service and call
center staffs, it used infected Word macros and PowerShell scripts
that were delivered via phished e-mails. The e-mails were designed
to look like queries from users over support issues and used various
subject lines such as the following:
• Erroneous charges from [recipient’s domain]
• [recipient’s domain] - Help: Items vanish from the cart before
checkout
• [recipient’s domain] Support: Products disappear from the cart
during checkout
• Need help with order on [recipient’s domain]
• Duplicate charges on [recipient’s domain]
August contains stealing functionality targeting credentials, cryptocurrency wallets, and sensitive documents from the infected
computers.[4]
Discovered earlier in 2017, Duqu2 is a good example of the first fileless malware products. The malware was found in more than 140
enterprise networks of banks, government offices, and telecom companies across 40 different countries.
It takes the form of a malicious PowerShell script and a series of the
following Windows Registry values that at the time were unique to
the malware and used to identify the infected systems:
• HKLM\SYSTEM\ControlSet001\services\ – path is modified after
using the SC utility
• HKLM\SYSTEM\ControlSet001\services\PortProxy\v4tov4\
tcp – path is modified after using the NETSH utility
After finding its way onto the target hard drives, it then starts up via
a malicious Windows installer or MSI file, which then deletes itself
and renames various files to hide its operations. After the malware is
installed on a PC, it just runs in the memory of the PC.
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“That’s why memory forensics is critical to the analysis of malware
and its functions. In fact, detection of this attack would be possible
in memory, network, and Windows Registry only,” says one group
of researchers from Kaspersky Labs that studied its operations.[5]
Obviously, running in memory means the Duqu2 malware won’t last
after the PC is rebooted—one drawback of many fileless products.
Poison Ivy, also discovered earlier this year, is an example of fileless
malware that was used on a specific target, in this case Mongolian
government officials. It takes the form of a malicious Microsoft Word
macro. If the target has enabled macros—which is a typical setting
for most users—it runs and creates a remote-access connection to
log keystrokes and capture screens and videos from the PC. All these
actions are done from memory-resident programs taking advantage
of certain PowerShell command sequences. Figure 1 shows its various modules (courtesy of FireEye).
Figure 1: Poison Ivy Modules
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Poison Ivy also tried to evade detection by Microsoft’s AppLocker
protection system by inserting a reference to itself in AppLocker’s
whitelisted applications using a series of Windows programs and
scripts. It also created a series of decoy documents to make its operations seem benign to the infected user. As you can see, this software
is very complex, with several different stages and methods to find its
way into a user’s PC. It has also been used in other circumstances
besides the Mongolian case.[6]
Other targeted fileless campaigns, such as the OilRig malware[7],
have been attributed to Iranian state-sponsored actors. This campaign
targeted 250 e-mail accounts of various Israelis, including ironically
cybersecurity researchers at Ben Gurion University. While Microsoft
released a patch back in April 2017 that prevents this malware
from spreading, many enterprises haven’t yet applied it. Ironically
(again), the malware authors used the details from a published
proof-of-concept to design their tool accordingly.
This particular malware used an infected Word document that was
sent as an attachment and used to steal information from targeted
PCs. It used a specialized fileless version of the Helminth Trojan
malware. Earlier versions of OilRig used infected macros, but this
attack used an embedded Web link using an .HTA executable file. This
type of file is automatically run by the Windows program MSHTA.EXE
(for Microsoft HTML applications). Normally, when this program
runs an .HTA file, it displays the following warning message:
Figure 2: This warning about file
permissions from Windows is only
briefly seen by users when they
click on an infected file.
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However, this malware anticipates this situation, and automatically
sends an “Enter” command so that the warning window is quickly
dispatched and the malware does its business. Other targeted malware campaigns include one targeting American restaurant computers
using the Fin7 malware[8]. In the past, this malware targeted banks
and government financial filing documents. And like other fileless
attacks, it hides inside a Microsoft Word document that is attached
to phishing e-mails. One new twist with the Fin7 restaurant attacks is
that it executes various attacks completely in memory, without using
any PowerShell commands.
Another obfuscation technique goes by the name of DoubleAgent.
It takes advantage of an undocumented feature in Microsoft Application Verifier. This verifier is code that has been around since at
least Windows XP and is a Windows feature that lets developers do
runtime verifications of their applications for finding and fixing security problems.
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Unfortunately, it has an undocumented feature that security researchers from Cybellum discovered. The feature gives attackers a way to
replace the legitimate verifier with a rogue one so they can gain complete control of the application. Cybellum said, “DoubleAgent gives
the attacker the ability to control the AV and perform all the operations above without being detected, while keeping the illusion that
the AV is working normally.”[9]
Security vendors have recently issued patches to correct this flaw, but
again this example demonstrates that malware writers are getting
better at finding these sorts of hidden mechanisms to avoid discovery
and being blocked.
In July 2017, a new fileless malware was discovered called
CoinMiner[10], which was found mainly in Japan and Indonesia. The
purpose of this malware was to create a hidden bitcoin mining application, to generate cryptocurrency for the attacker. It uses WMI to
persist beyond reboots and execute a series of scripts. CoinMiner
invades a PC through the EternalBlue exploit[11], which is the same
method that was used by the WannaCry worm. Figure 3 is a diagram
of its logic flow (courtesy of Trend Micro):
Figure 3: CoinMiner Logic Flow
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Fileless Malware continued
Common Prevention Steps

Given the scope of these exploits, here are a few steps to take to prevent infections across your network:
• Apply patches quickly and across all systems. Microsoft issues
regular patches for Windows, and the other operating system vendors do the same for their systems. Don’t delay an update, because
you can see some criminals take advantage of unpatched systems
with their malware. The EternalBlue exploit is a good example: the
patch to prevent this attack was available for more than a month
before this exploit was launched.
• Segment your network carefully and make sure you understand
access rights, especially of third parties.
• Restrict administrator rights to the minimum number of systems.
Many of the WMI-based exploits count on profligate use of admin
rights that aren’t needed.
• Disable Windows programs that aren’t needed, such as WMI,
PowerShell, and support for ancient protocols such as Server
Message Block (SMB) v1.
• Whitelist applications to further restrict what can run on most
endpoints.
Conclusion

As you can see, the bad guys have gotten better at plying their trade,
and through the use of fileless techniques, they are making their malware harder to detect and protect. Hopefully, by learning about some
of these past examples, you can tune your own defenses accordingly
and do a better job of keeping them infection-free.
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Fragments
Postel Award Presented to Steven G. Huter

The Internet Society, a global non-profit dedicated to ensuring the
open development, evolution, and use of the Internet, recently presented the prestigious Jonathan B. Postel Service Award to Steven G.
Huter, Director for the Network Startup Resource Center (NSRC)
and a Research Associate at the University of Oregon. For decades
he has worked with people around the world to strengthen the
infrastructure, partnerships, and expertise upon which the Internet
has been developed in more than 120 countries, particularly in support of research and education.
“Steve Huter is the quintessential candidate for the Postel Award. For
a quarter of a century, Steve has enabled hundreds of institutions to
build and operate new components of the Internet. His dedication
to this task mirrors Postel’s own and continues to this day. Literally
millions have benefited from Steve’s work,” explains Vint Cerf,
founding president of the Internet Society.

© Stonehouse
Photographic/Internet Society

Mr. Huter was selected by an international award committee comprised of former Postel Award winners. The committee placed
particular emphasis on candidates who have supported and enabled
others in addition to their own contributions. The award is being
presented to Mr. Huter in recognition of “his leadership and personal contributions at the Network Startup Resource Center that
enabled countless others to develop the Internet in more than 120
countries.” The NSRC was formally begun in 1992 by Randy
Bush and John Klensin with funding from a U.S. National Science
Foundation grant to provide technical assistance to people setting
up networks in developing areas to support scientific collaboration.
“Steve epitomizes the values and spirit of the Postel Award. For
more than twenty-five years he has energetically brought the fruits
of the Internet to developing countries using his unique combination of a multicultural background, technical knowledge, unfailing
energy and commitment,” adds Steve Crocker, CEO and co-founder
of Shinkuro, Inc.
Mr. Huter joined the NSRC in 1993, where he has led the development and implementation of programs that provide technical
training, equipment, and expertise across Africa, Asia-Pacific, Latin
America-Caribbean, and the Middle East.
“It is a tremendous honor to be acknowledged for helping to advance
Jon’s vision and philosophy of developing the Internet into a global
resource,” said Mr. Huter on receiving the award.
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“The most important thing I learned from Jon Postel and the founders
of the NSRC is to cultivate a culture of network operators who help
each other via technical exchange and resource sharing; this is an
effective way to empower more network engineers and enable continuous progress for a community of peers in all regions of the world.
Thank you to the NSRC team and all who have contributed over the
years towards achieving this objective and enriching the Internet.”
The Postel Award was established by the Internet Society to honor
individuals or organizations that, like Jon Postel, have made outstanding contributions to the data communications community.
The award is focused on sustained and substantial technical contributions, service to the community, and leadership. Kathy Brown,
President and CEO of the Internet Society presented the award
including a US$20,000 honorarium and a crystal engraved globe,
during the 102nd meeting of the Internet Engineering Task Force
(IETF) held in Montreal, Canada, July 14–20, 2018.
Founded by Internet pioneers, the Internet Society (ISOC) is a nonprofit organization dedicated to ensuring the open development,
evolution and use of the Internet. Working through a global community of chapters and members, the Internet Society collaborates
with a broad range of groups to promote the technologies that keep
the Internet safe and secure, and advocates for policies that enable
universal access. The Internet Society is also the organizational home
of the IETF.
The NSRC, which is based at the University of Oregon, was established in 1992 to provide technical assistance to organizations setting
up computer networks in new areas to connect scientists engaged
in collaborative research and education. For the past few decades,
the NSRC has helped develop Internet infrastructure and network
operations communities in Africa, Asia-Pacific, Latin AmericaCaribbean, and the Middle East. The NSRC is partially funded by
the International Research Network Connections (IRNC) program
of the U.S. National Science Foundation and Google, with additional
contributions from dozens of public and private organizations.
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